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About This Game

Little Cells
Quick and fun 2D puzzle high-score game.

Look through a microscope and discover a small world made of ever expanding cells of 3 colors.
Launch a cell against one of the same color to make them both disappear.

Launch it against a cell of a different color and a new cell of the third color will be created.
But beware! Cells are aging and become sick and dark. They might spread out and contaminate the whole system.

Create white cells to help you cure this disease before it’s too late.
Try to stay alive the longer you can, and beat your score or your friends’ high scores.

Key Features
- Simple and addictive original gameplay for all.

- Short albeit intense game sessions.
- Available for Windows, Mac & Linux.

- Steam Play.
- Steam Achievements.
- Steam Trading Cards

- Friends and worldwide Leaderboards.
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Title: Little Cells
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Fully Bugged
Publisher:
Fully Bugged
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 / Shader Model 2.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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The sound of the game and reviews made me think I'd love this game! Saracasm, politics, social commentary, woo hoo! But I
couldn't stand the game after the first scene. I LOVE humor in games, Monkey Island and Book of Unwritten Tales are two of
my FAVORITE adventure game series.

But for me, SLoP just seems to try way too hard, doesn't allow you to skip over a lot of boring, slow, dialouge that really just
gets tiresome because it repeats over and over again (Which a lot of times there's no way to avoid if you're just trying to see if
certain objects can go with other objects). Neither of the characters are likable, the plot seems drawn out (EVERYTHING
seems drawn out), and the only thing I actually like are the colors and scenes.

* Edit: The other major problem I have with this game is that the item\/inventory is too complicated. Why there is two ways to
go about the inventory I can't figure out. Combining items doesn't come easy, and if you click on an item when there's nothing
you can do with it-you'll have to hear repeated dialouge over and over.

I'm only continuing to play because I bought the game, but I'm not even thinking about buying the next episode.. Best 5$ you'll
spend on VR game. Totaly worth it!. Star ruler is truly one of the best strategy games i have played in a while..... the
colonisation is fun as well as the building......if you just want to build and command ships you can as you can set the AI to build
your worlds for you......all the mundane tasks like telling your ships to refuel is also controled by the AI giving you more time to
play around with your tech and take over the galaxy. all in all i give it a 4/5. This is the Civilization V Wonders of the Ancient
World Scenario Pack, which gives you three new Ancient era world wonders and a new scenario. I'll talk about the wonders
first:

* The Temple of Artemis is available with Archery, making it the earliest wonder in the game. It gives a flat 10%
growth boost for all of your cities, which for you newbies in the audience is really good, because food = population =
everything nice. (It also looks pretty neat.) However, constructing this wonder in particular means you may miss out on
some initial expansion opportunity that could have proven almost as advantageous. In other words, this building is
pretty much Civ's wider gameplay in a nutshell.

* The Statue of Zeus requires the Honor policy opener & Bronze Working, and gives a 15% combat boost to your
military units when they're attacking cities. Decent for fighters - although if you're considering building this, you
should also consider waiting for someone else to build it and then taking it from them yourself.

* The Mausoleum of Halicarnassus requires Masonry. This tall, handsome relic tweaks extra gold out of marble &
stone resources, and gives you a lump sum of gold every time you expend a Great Person. The former is useful for
anyone with those resources, the latter is useful for everybody, especially cultural players. (It also looks really neat.)
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Caveat emptor - if someone beats you to any of these, you're going to really feel the pain from the wasted opportunity cost
given that it's still earlygame. And on difficulties above King, the AI gets enough starting bonuses to render all three of these
risky at best. Still, they're real handy if you can grab them.

The scenario is average. It tasks you with winning a score victory, with wonder-building as the primary means of gaining
score, and introduces two new ancient civilizations to the mix. Wonders here must be unlocked by fulfilling conditions
instead of researching technologies. There's a choice between a historical map of the Near East, which is mildly interesting
but somewhat unbalanced, and a randomized inland sea map, which is more balanced.

I will say the new civs are kind of fun to play as, and the wonder unlocking is neat. However, the fact that it uses the old 10
HP system\/policies\/tech tree, and the fact that there's not much interaction with other civs and city-states beyond cheesing
them to get ahead, hurts the scenario as a whole. At higher difficulties, it's mostly an exercise in wonder-rushing, something
that would be counter-intuitive in a normal game. Also, the Oracle is kind of broken in the sense that if you build it, no other
civ will consult it, and if an AI builds it you almost certainly won't be dragging a Great Person all the way across the map to
consult it yourself.

One thing to note is that the scenario only ends once every wonder has been constructed, and the tech tree goes all the way to
the end. Therefore if you somehow prevent anyone else from building the last wonders, you can eventually advance your tech
to anachronistic levels despite the increased research cost of every tech past the classical era. Sumerian death robots, anyone?

I'd ultimately recommend this DLC for people who somehow didn't get the complete pack, since the wonders alone make it a
good pick. While the scenario is worth trying at least once, it's not the main attraction here.. TO MUCH BASIC. Depth
Hunter 2: Treasure Hunter game is very relaxing and fun to play. Please remember you need to surface in order to breathe.
This gets pretty hard at times but adds to the realism of the scuba diving experience of the game. Try this game out and I
think you will enjoy it.. Reviews aren't usually my thing so bare with me on this.

This game is heart warmingly sweet and was the best pick-me-up after a long tough week. I have only romanced one
character, Percy, and just his track alone was great, but the main character really sold it for me. Every one can probably
relate to this MC and they really made the game far more investing. I can't wait to start a new game and try a new route with
a new romance.. Heyyo,

Hehe, another silly little indie game that's decent enough to pass time.. you run around in a haunted house and try to not get
caught by monsters as you try to solve the mystery of the haunted house. You don't get regular attacks-per-se... just stuff you
can sometimes do with a torch or what-not. It's a fun little time killer. I never delved far into the game though since at the
time I was playing the Ghostbusters game which is a more badass game about ghosts... but still, I'll recommend this game for
the fact that it's cheap and decently challenging.. Smithy, great game. Needs multiplayer, This game is great but it could be
much more. It has a lot of potential, with the battle royale genre exploding, this game seems like a no brainer to ad a battle
royale mode to.
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An enjoyable Tower Defense game with nice art assets. There is a bit of a grind element to it at times, and it lacks certain TD
game features such as speeding up the interval of incomming waves and having to reactivate the existing speed up which does
make everything faster apart from ability to call in the next wave for a bonus if you can handle it.

There is also a lack of proper PC settings menu, which should be part of any game that is being released on a PC especially
when ported from mobile or other platform.

Some of the tower and weapon upgrades are a bit boring; e.g. 5% more damage on several consecutive upgrades.

Having said all that it is still a decent TD game well worth a try if you are into Tower Defense games.

. Best game of this type yet. Excellent plot, exploration and graphics. Must have on VR.. Cool zombie shooter. Sick enough to
show to friends when they are asking if you have something to play. Nice black hummor. I was devastated when I relised this is
the end of the Hero Rise series but it was an epic ending. There is still so much you can do with the main character I realy hope
the creater Zachary Sergi comes back to add on or potentially some one new. I just hope we will see another HR with you being
the same main character not some one new.. I love this game! It is FUN!

I have never gotten the good ending because I can't find all the bosses.
That's the only bad thing about this game is that you can't tell where the dang HECK you are!
I like fighting the bosses, and I want to fight more of them, and I need to fight more of them in order to get the good ending, but
I can't because I don't know where they are.
:,(. I'm a professional artist so I primary draw my own art, however I love relaxing to 'games' such as these <3 And Colouring
pixel is one of best - if not the best - on the market!
I got a similar app on my phone, but if I have to chose between them I'll chose this one without hesitation.

I have bought all the DLC's too (They are really worth the price) however the standard program is amazing as it is, so you won't
get disappointed.

I haven't had it for long (downloaded in December, so don't mind my playtime ) but I love working on their pictures which
makes me want all of the achievements! :D
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